Erfurt is in the ideal location,
... the perfect place for a city ...
Martin Luther (1533)

Bild Ansicht Erfurt
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Erfurt: Cathedral Steps theatre festival, Martin Luther,
bratwurst, Gloriosa, Gunda Niemann-Stirnemann,
Erfurt Treasure, KI.KA children’s TV, shopping, families,
photovoltaics, conference venues, Merchants’ Bridge Festival,
Goldener Spatz festival, garden city, Petersberg Citadel,
Clueso, Bibliotheca Amploniana, Thuringian dumplings,
Synergura, Willy Brandt and the Old Synagogue.
What looks like a random list of names and ideas

InterCityExpress station or via the excellent

is in fact a snapshot of Erfurt, the Thuringian

autobahn links, Erfurt is the place to be. The city

state capital, and it’s a list that is far from

was already an important trading hub in the

complete. It is of course possible to describe

Middle Ages, owing to its central location at the

Erfurt, a city that dates back nearly 1,270 years,

crossroads of two major European trading routes,

but it’s much better to see, smell, taste and

the Via Regia and the Nuremberg Geleitstrasse.

experience it for yourself. That is the only way
to truly appreciate its many facets.
Located in the lush heart of Germany and at

Today, in its role as the region’s main urban
centre, Erfurt unites many different cultures and
lifestyles. As a university city it offers excellent

the centre of Europe, Erfurt is quick and easy to

prospects and it is also an important business

get to. Whether you arrive at the award-winning

location.
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Erfurt is a vibrant centre for children’s media, the

many aspects there are to this long-established

region’s political hub, the location of the German

yet innovative city.

Federal Labour Court and Thuringia’s regional

The best way to start your visit to Erfurt is by

assembly, a successful sporting venue and a

calling on Bernd the Bread, a popular German

popular destination for tourists and conference

character on the KI.KA children’s TV channel, who

delegates. The local people are friendly and

lives at Erfurt town hall.

community-minded, which is why the city has
won awards for its diversity from the federal

But man cannot live by bread alone, so there are

government. These initial impressions merely

plenty of other treats to choose from – just take

hint at how rich and varied Erfurt is, and how

your pick.
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From the Merchants’ Bridge
to the Gloriosa bell.
The German writer Arnold Zweig described

charm. As well as ornate patrician houses,

Erfurt’s old town as a “picture book of German

delightful medieval buildings and any number

history”. And it’s true that anyone visiting Erfurt

of churches, the townscape benefits from some

will be struck by the tremendous range of

marvellous historical monuments.

architectural styles. The city centre is character-

Krämerbrücke (Merchants’ Bridge) is one of

ised by historical buildings, narrow winding

the city’s most striking and best-known

streets and pretty squares along the tributaries

landmarks and has the longest unbroken series

of the Gera river. Much of its original architecture

of inhabited buildings on any bridge in Europe.

survived the Second World War unscathed and

Traders have been selling their wares here since

the old town is Germany’s biggest single

the Middle Ages. There were wooden bridges at

preservation area.

this location even earlier, in the 8th century,

After the fall of the Wall in 1989, Erfurt under-

followed in 1325 by the first stone bridge which

went a dramatic transformation and is much

was extended to its current 19 metre width in

changed from the days of East Germany. Many

1472 after a city-wide fire. The 62 original,

of its decaying buildings have been lovingly

extremely narrow houses were gradually

restored and now give the city its particular

merged to form 32 larger buildings with enough
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room to live and work in. The bustle and excite-

the cathedral’s central spire. It was cast in 1497

ment of bygone days can still be felt in the many

and is the biggest free-swinging medieval bell

small shops, cafés and galleries.

in the world. Neighbouring St. Severus, a five-

Standing side by side on Domberg hill, St. Mary’s

naved hall church, is one of the most notable

Cathedral and the Church of St. Severus form

Gothic buildings in Germany. Its baptismal font

another of Erfurt’s famous landmarks that give

and St. Severus’ sarcophagus are particularly

the city such a distinctive skyline. A broad flight

interesting.

of 70 steps leads up from Domplatz square to the

Looking up from Domplatz square, it is

two churches. They are not only the focus for the

Petersberg Citadel that catches the eye. This is

Catholic community but also provide the back-

one of the biggest and best-preserved baroque

drop for events such as the Christmas market and

fortifications in a European city centre. Exten-

the DomStufen-Festspiele (Cathedral Steps

sive, detailed restoration work has been under-

theatre festival).

way since 1990. Within the citadel’s formidable

The Catholic Cathedral of St. Mary can be traced walls you can explore the passageways that were
back to a chapel founded by Saint Boniface

used to listen out for the enemy, or simply enjoy

around AD 742. The famous Gloriosa bell hangs in

the fine views of the old town.

Rescuing the Glori

osa

A crack in Erfurt’s Gl
oriosa bell triggere
d a sensational res
operation in July 20
cue
04 . For the first tim
e
in 500 years, the be
had to be removed
ll
from its usual posit
ion. A bell-shaped
made in the tower
ho
le
was
so that the Glorios
a could be moved ou
a sliding platform.
t
on
It was then lowere
d to the ground by
Gloriosa was rung
a crane.
again for the first tim
e on 8 December 20
and has continued
04
to bring joy to the
people of Erfurt ev
en since.
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A home with character.
In Erfurt great architecture is not just for admir-

If you’re dreaming of owning a home, there are

ing, you can live in it as well. The city’s architec-

opportunities both close to the city centre and in

tural styles span the entire range from the 9th

the surrounding towns and villages. Erfurt has it

century onwards – so there are plenty of places

all, from modern developments and areas of

to live, whatever your needs or budget. Erfurt’s

detached or terraced houses to an eco-housing

residential districts have their own distinct

estate. Building plots are also in plentiful supply.

characteristics and include areas built in the late

While the convenience of having everything

19th century that are popular with students as

you need in close proximity is an attractive

well as art nouveau villas in the south of the city.

feature of city-centre living, the surrounding

Lots of people opt for the quiet life in Erfurt’s

areas offer a rural idyll within striking distance

suburbs, while others prefer the striking new

of the city. The outstanding public transport

residential complexes in the city centre – the

network makes Erfurt easy to get to and provides

choice is yours. Erfurt boasts a good mix of public

a quick and convenient alternative when you

and privately owned residential properties,

arrive. It’s no surprise that commuters, students

disabled-friendly homes and sheltered housing.

and, of course, the locals make full use of the

A high proportion of its buildings are recently

opportunity to travel to and from their destina-

renovated and rents are modest.

tion by bus or tram.
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Fabulous shopping and gourmet food.
Erfurt is Thuringia’s main shopping destination,
offering everything for devotees of retail therapy,
from small, specialist stores to huge modern
malls. The wide range of shops in the charming
city centre attracts locals and day trippers as well
as tourists from around the world.
The area around Lange Brücke bridge is the
place to visit small, often quirky stores and
boutiques, while the shops on Krämerbrücke
are given over to art, antiques and souvenirs.
A good selection of specialist shops and enticing
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boutiques can also be found on Anger square,

doors, in one of Erfurt’s many delightful beer

along with international chain stores. And it’s

gardens, or lingering over a cappuccino at a pave-

always worth fitting the market on Domplatz

ment café in the old town, listening to the street

square into a busy day’s shopping.

musicians. Countless pubs and bars, from the

There are plenty of places to take a break between purchases, whether you fancy traditional

traditional to the trendy, open in the evenings.
Whether you decide on a simple beer garden

Thuringian fare such as rostbratwurst or dump-

bench or a beautifully set dining table, a huge

lings, fine German cuisine or international

shopping centre or an exclusive boutique, you’ll

specialities. In summer, the best place to enjoy

discover that Erfurt is a friendly, diverse city

excellent Thuringian food and drink is out of

where life is for living.
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Erfurt is “family friendly”.
Child-friendly and family-friendly policies are

are in work, on a training course or in education.

well established in Erfurt with the help of the

The city’s schools also offer parental choice,

Stark für Familie – Stark für Erfurt family alliance,

with more than 40 primary and secondary schools

flexible childcare facilities for even the youngest

and eight grammar schools, two of which are

children and a wide range of schools with differ-

church-run, as well as a number of schools that

ent focuses. The city recognises how important it

focus on children’s special talents. The Montes-

is for young parents to balance their careers and

sori primary school and the Integrated Compre-

family life. The Hertie Foundation has given

hensive School provide integrative education.

Erfurt University, Erfurt University of Applied

The Pierre de Coubertin Grammar School special-

Sciences, Erfurt Employment Agency and Erfurt

ises in helping children excel at sport, while

Chamber of Industry and Commerce a rating of

Heinrich Hertz Grammar School focuses on the

“particularly family friendly”. Childcare places for

arts and media, and a special department at

children aged two and over are guaranteed by law, Albert Schweitzer Grammar School nurtures
and younger children are entitled to a place in a

pupils with a talent for maths, science and IT.

crèche in Erfurt subject to proof that their parents

The German education ministry awarded the
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school a special Jugend forscht (young research-

continuing professional development and retrai-

ers) prize in 2009. The nearby Thuringia Interna-

ning courses, such as Erfurt Education Center (ebz)

tional School Weimar gives pupils the chance to

and the Lufthansa Technical Training Center at

sit the International Baccalaureate.

Erfurt Airport.

Many young people continue their education at

High school leavers often attend one of the

one of Erfurt’s nine state-run vocational training

universities in the ‘technology triangle’ of Erfurt,

colleges or one of its eleven independent

Jena and Ilmenau where the teaching and research

vocational schools, all of which are geared to

is of an international calibre. In Erfurt even young

companies’ needs. The Gastro Bildung gGmbH,

children have the opportunity to sample university

with over 600 places for trainees, is a leading

life. Seminars offered by the children’s university

college which specialises in the hotel and

explain how light can be made out of water, what

catering industry and offers advanced courses.

the inside of your body looks like and why people

There are also numerous institutions which offer

all over the world are able to recognise a smile.
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A great place to study.
Small is beautiful is a maxim that definitely

students’ street party is a great attraction, while

applies to Erfurt’s universities. Around 10,000

many other events organised in cooperation with

young people from across Germany and around

the city authorities take place throughout the

the world study at Erfurt University, Erfurt

year. Science Night is an event run by the universi-

University of Applied Sciences and the private

ties, the Helios Clinic and a range of other Erfurt

Adam Ries University of Applied Sciences. The

institutions and companies which gives visitors a

three universities complement each other

glimpse behind the scenes of current research

perfectly, meeting the needs of virtually every

projects. The children’s university is for young-

student. They boast state-of-the-art libraries,

sters, but anyone who is interested can attend the

computer centres and teaching facilities.

series of lectures started in 2001 by Erfurt’s

Teaching and research are closely integrated

universities. Each semester, themes such as ‘Media

with local businesses. As befits the home of the

games – Games media’, ‘Crisis’ and ‘About

popular KI.KA children’s TV channel, media re-

Happiness’ are examined and discussed by leading

search – alongside many other research areas –

authorities in a wide range of specialist fields.

is carried out at the university, the university of
applied sciences and the Fraunhofer Institute.
Other benefits for students include affordable

Foreign students are made to feel right at home
too. Initiatives include the chance to be paired up
with a mentor or host family while attending the

accommodation, the fact that everything is

university as part of the award-winning project

within walking distance and a wide choice of

‘Strangers become friends’. The international

leisure activities and entertainment. And there

outlook of Erfurt’s higher education institutes

are no tuition fees to pay.

also extends to summer schools, the Springboard

Life in Erfurt without the higher education

to Learning association and multicultural get-

sector is now unimaginable. One of the first

togethers. Partner universities in places as far

things you see at the main train station is the

away as Tibet and the USA give students the

university information shop; in summer the

chance to gain experience of other countries.
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Higher education with
a tradition in humanities.
Erfurt University is a humanities-based university

among them is Martin Luther, who studied the

specialising in cultural and social sciences.

liberal arts in the city between 1501 and 1505.

Despite being the youngest university in Germa-

The university was closed in 1816 but was

ny, it can look back on a long and distinguished

re-established in 1994. Since then it has provided

history.

outstanding facilities and teaching for around

The studium generale privilegiatum was

5,000 students. Erfurt is known for offering

founded in 1392 as the third university in what is

pioneering qualifications such as bachelor’s and

now Germany. Over the centuries, Erfurt Univer-

master’s degrees in early education and children’s

sity became one of Europe’s most highly respect-

and youth media, for its cutting-edge methods of

ed educational institutions and its alumni

teacher training, its mentoring programme and its

include some famous figures from the heyday of

use of small teaching groups and its excellent

humanism and the Reformation. Prominent

teacher-student ratio. Close integration between
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the faculties of humanities; education; economic,

On campus there are halls of residence, a wide

law and social sciences and Catholic theology

range of childcare centres, sports facilities and

enable the university to explore innovative

cafés – as well as one of Germany’s most modern

aspects of teaching and research. Through its

libraries. Which brings us full circle, as the

research associations and graduate schools such

university is also home to the Bibliotheca

as the Max Weber College, one of the best

Amploniana, a treasure trove of almost 1,000

sociology institutes in Germany, the university

volumes containing the biggest intact collection

offers attractive research posts, renowned for

of manuscripts compiled by a late-medieval

their international character and academic

scholar, Amplonius Rating de Bercka, a doctor who

collaboration.

became the second rector of Erfurt University.

Tr ibute to Willy Bra

ndt

Students from 20 co
untries attend the
international Willy
School of Public Po
Brandt
licy – one of the un
ive
rsity ’s two professio
schools. They includ
nal
e young people fro
m Afghanistan who
learning the principl
are
es of successful go
vernment as part of
Good Governance Af
the
ghanistan programm
e.
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Putting theory into practice.
Erfurt University of Applied Sciences was

Sciences is very broad, ranging from social

founded in 1991 and focuses on the practical,

studies and architecture to logistics and trans-

hands-on side to science. Students at the

port. It also offers Germany’s only conservation

university value the way it links academic study

and restoration degree course with a specialism

with real-life experience, imparting specialist

in stained glass.

knowledge that is put into professional use.
The link between theory and practice is also

The university doesn’t just offer teaching,
it also undertakes research, such as the inter

reflected in the close relationship between the

disciplinary advancement of new media to

university, the city and the region. Excellent

create age-appropriate applications under the

contacts in the world of business and partner-

title of ‘interactive children’s and youth media’.

ships with regional organisations enable

Its research work is also helping to overcome very

students to apply their scientific knowledge.

specific current challenges, and to change the

Erfurt University of Applied Sciences has its

appearance of the city. Young scientists at the

roots in the city’s technical academies for

Transport and Spatial Planning Institute are

horticulture and construction whose traditions

working on improving the situation for cyclists

it continues to uphold. Students from the Faculty

in Erfurt; architecture students are developing

of Landscape Architecture, Horticulture and

concepts for the use of inner-city open spaces and

Forestry, for example, design complex facilities

a student’s idea for building a heat exchanger

which use renewable energies to ‘cultivate

between the indoor ice rink and Steigerwald

energy’ in harmony with nature. The choice of

Stadium proved so good that plans are now in

courses offered by Erfurt University of Applied

place to install it.

Pr ize- w inning prac

tical work

The knowledge and
skills of a student of
Erfurt University
of Applied Sciences,
were in demand for
wh
at was probably
Germany’s most hig
h-profile restoration
pro
ject of recent years
With her expert as
.
sistance, the Rococo
Ha
ll
at
the fire-damaged
Duchess Anna Amali
a Librar y in Weimar
was returned to its
former glory. The tal
ented student was
pre
sented with an aw
for her project from
ard
the university ’s As
so
cia
tion of Friends and
Sponsors.
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First-class research –
scaled-down solutions.
Countless products in everyday use contain

in Ilmenau and Erfurt it carries out research and

complex microsystems which are getting smaller

development for small and medium-sized local

and more efficient all the time. Cars, DVD players,

companies which benefits the whole region. In

pacemakers, camera phones – a vast amount of

Erfurt it provides support for intelligent micro-

knowledge goes into the design and manufacture

electronic solutions, from the preliminary

of these devices.

methodology and the design through to trials

The research and development for their

using prototypes. The scientists use optoelec-

microsystems takes place here in Erfurt, from

tronic data converters to develop applications

where they are then distributed. The Institute

such as faster and more powerful Blu-ray disc

for Microelectronics and Mechatronic Systems

systems.

(IMMS), based at Erfurt-Südost science and

The CiS Research Institute for Micro Sensors

business park (FIZ), is a prime example of the

and Photovoltaics, also owned by Thuringia, uses

successful integration of research, science and

its expertise in silicon technology to provide

practical, commercial applications. IMMS is

high-quality research and development services.

owned by the state of Thuringia, and at its sites

CiS has an innovative approach to integrating
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microsystem technologies with the high-poten-

Solar modules from Erfurt and Thuringia are

tial areas of sensor technology, photovoltaics,

tested in the lab and if they pass they receive

optics and nanotechnology. As well as basic

a certificate.

research, CiS also focuses on practice-based R&D.

These two institutes form the research base

Nearly 100 scientists and engineers assist mainly

of the high-tech Erfurt-Südost science and

small and medium-sized enterprises along the

business park which is also home to more than

entire innovation chain.

100 companies, service providers, tradesmen,

The institute now has another successful

sole traders and public-sector organisations

string to its bow in the form of the SolarCentre

who carry out research themselves or make use

where scientists have access to a complete

of the product-development services on offer.

processing line for manufacturing solar cells.

This hub of research and industry is a shining

Together with the TÜV Thüringen safety stand-

example of how science, research and business

ards authority, CiS has recently established a

can interact. The synergies they create offer

solar test laboratory, the sector’s first testing

great prospects for a new generation of highly

and certification facility in central Germany.

skilled workers.

Solar energ y for sc

hools

Erfurt city council lau
nched the project So
lar energ y for Erfur
schools in 1998. As
t
well as cutting CO
em
iss
ions, its aim was to
2
teach pupils about
the environment. So
lar panels have been
installed on 38 sch
ool buildings so far
.
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Tradition inspires innovation.
Nowadays the importance of the medieval Via

new additions. As a business location, Erfurt has

Regia has been replaced by the many transport

managed to strike a balance between traditional

routes – roads, railways and air links – that

manufacturing and the ambitious and innova-

converge at Erfurt in the heart of Germany. The

tive high-tech sector.

region has always benefited economically from
the city’s central location. Whereas woad plants

High tech at its best

used for blue dye once brought prosperity, Erfurt’s Erfurt is focused on 21st-century technologies. In
economy is now characterised by traditional and

recent years, Erfurt-Südost science and business

modern industries as well as a balanced mix of

park (FIZ) has become established as a high-tech

manufacturing, services and retail. Particular

location and centre of excellence for the

sectors play a key role: industrial and mechanical

microelectronics, microsystem technology and

engineering, horticulture, agriculture and food all

solar energy industries. X-FAB Semiconductor

have a strong tradition. Microelectronics were

Foundries AG, a leading semiconductor producer

part of Erfurt’s economic profile for much of the

for analogue and mixed signal semiconductor

second half of the 20th century and after 1989

applications, has its headquarters here, as does

produced the pioneering sub-sectors of micro

Melexis, a multinational circuit board maker.

systems technology and photovoltaics. Logistics

Chip cards made by CircleSmartCard GmbH are

and media, particularly for children, are other

distributed around the world and can be found
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in purses and wallets everywhere. The company

play a key role in developing this industry of the

is a global market leader in the field of injection-

future. Erfurt-based enterprises span the entire

moulded, thermoplastic chip card bodies.

solar energy value chain, from wafer production

An impressive 80 per cent of all chip card bodies

right through to innovative applications in

in German mobile phones are made in Erfurt.

buildings.

Erfurt-Südost business park is also home to

Clustering is a key feature of Erfurt’s role as a

the Microsystems Technology Application Centre,

solar energy centre. The SolarInput association,

which provides support to start-up companies,

for example, brings together companies, research

for example through the IMMS and CiS research

institutes and educational establishments. The

institutes.

construction of Germany’s first centre of excellence
for the high-tech and solar industries is evidence

Full of energy

of the speed at which the sector is developing.

Erfurt’s people enjoy an average of 1,588 hours

It provides training and development services to

of sunshine a year, and so much sun is also good

specialists working in the solar industry and in

news for the local photovoltaics industry. Leading

microtechnology and nanotechnology. Every year,

global companies, such as Bosch Solar Energy,

solar industry experts, architects, planners and

asola Advanced and Automotive Solar Systems

solar energy users meet in Erfurt for the interna-

and PV Crystalox Solar are located in Erfurt and

tionally regarded BAUHAUS.SOLAR conference.

Er furt prov ides prot

ection

Did you know that
Erfurt is the home
of Germany’s
oldest condom facto
ry? condomi erfurt
produktionsgesellschaft mbH pro
duces a wide range
of condoms
in every colour, flavo
ur and shape, and it
is
Europe’s
biggest condom ma
ker, producing aroun
d
60
0 million
a year.
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A city on the move

warehousing, picking and packing to distribution

Erfurt’s outstanding network of transport links

of goods. Many a Billy bookcase or Pax wardrobe

and its central location have encouraged the

from IKEA passes through the IKEA distribution

development of the logistics sector. High-speed

centre in Erfurt on its way to the store.

InterCityExpress train services, excellent access
to the autobahn network and the airport make

Top quality

the rest of Germany and Europe easily accessible.

Erfurt’s engineering sector combines expertise

Erfurt Freight Terminal (GVZ) with its cutting-

with innovation. The Siemens AG generator plant

edge rail terminal provides a quick, easy inter-

is the global centre of excellence for the develop-

change between road and rail. The Schaeffler

ment and production of industrial generators.

Group’s European distribution centre is one of the

Müller Weingarten AG, one of the Schuler Group’s

many logistics companies lined up for the newly

central production and service sites, also

built ILZ business park. TNT Express, one of the

represents the best in German engineering.

world’s leading specialists in express delivery

It is one of many companies which value the

services for business customers has opened an

outstanding infrastructure and skilled workforce

operation at the airport. Erfurt is TNT Express’s

that Erfurt provides. Another is N3 Engine

first branch in Germany to combine a road hub

Overhaul Services, one of Europe’s biggest and

with an air hub in one location – using its own

most modern aircraft engine maintenance plants,

freight plane. A total of over 70 logistics compa-

a joint venture between Lufthansa Technik AG

nies based in Erfurt provide their customers with

and Rolls-Royce plc based at Erfurter Kreuz

logistical services ranging from consolidation,

industrial park.
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As an established location for high-tech indus-

and plants encompasses over 1,000 different

tries, the Erfurt area with its excellent education-

species and varieties, including more than 200

al institutions and training facilities, is home to

that the company has developed itself.

a highly qualified workforce.

Erfurter Teigwaren GmbH, Germany’s oldest
pasta producer and a major market player, has

For the gardens and kitchens of the world

been making pasta in all shapes and sizes since

The history of horticulture, agriculture and the

1793. It is just one of many food industry compa-

food industry goes back more than 300 years in

nies which are based in Erfurt.

Erfurt. In medieval times Erfurt specialised in

A broad range of sectors and ideal locational

growing woad, and from the 19th century onwards conditions set Erfurt apart from other business
the city made a name for itself as a centre for

locations and make it an attractive proposition

growing and trading flower and vegetable seeds.

for new companies as well as those already based

Today, family firms such as N. L. Chrestensen and

in the city. Tradition and innovation inspire rather

Haage Cactuses, the oldest cactus growers in

than oppose each other in Erfurt.

Europe, provide professional and amateur
growers around the world with seeds and plants.
N. L. Chrestensen’s range of horticultural seeds

Er furt says it w ith

flowers

The global flower de
livery service FLEU
ROP was
founded in 1908 by
Niels Lund Chresten
sen in
partnership with th
e Berlin-based profes
sional
gardener Max Hübn
er and various Germ
an nurseries.
Its florist shop on Ma
rktstrasse in Erfurt
is the oldest
branch still in exist
ence.
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On air in Erfurt.
Erfurt provides plenty of creative media poten-

in the egapark next to the media centre. The

tial, and is proud to be a global media centre.

public broadcaster ZDF has its regional studios

Not only is the popular KI.KA children’s TV

in the old quarter.

channel broadcast from the regional Mitteldeut-

In addition, a number of private radio broad-

scher Rundfunk (MDR) studio, but more and more

casters and production companies, print media

films and TV productions are being shot and

companies and well over 100 media-industry

produced in the city. The KinderMedienZentrum

firms, initiatives and associations keep the city

(children’s media centre) and the exhibition

well-informed and entertained. Erfurt is a young,

centre, both of which are close to the MDR studio,

innovative media hub that is leading the way to

are also sought-after locations for entertainment

the future.

programmes, children’s series, films, cultural

For example, the IOSONO sound system, the

productions and sports broadcasts. Media &

world’s first technology for creating three-dimen-

Communication Systems (MCS) GmbH has

sional soundscapes, originates in Erfurt. Devel-

established itself as a leading provider of

oped by the Fraunhofer Institute for Digital

technical media services in Erfurt. The company

Media Technology (IDMT) in Ilmenau, it is sold

contributes to all productions made in the

from Erfurt and is wowing audiences everywhere,

regional MDR studios, including the daily current

from the Bavaria film studios in Munich to the

affairs programme Thüringen Journal. Erfurt is

Chinese Theatre in Hollywood.

also the home of the popular Rucksack TV series

However, Erfurt’s greatest potential lies in

for hikers. Germany’s gardening enthusiasts

children’s media which enjoys a very special

regularly tune in to MDR Garten – which is based

position in the city.

The future of learni

ng – made in Er furt

KIDS interactive, an
Erfurt-based comp
any, leads the way
Germany in the deve
in
lopment of interacti
ve software applica
for electronic schoo
tions
l whiteboards. It ha
s won several award
its products and its
s
for
team work for all of
the major German
tex tbook publishers
sch
ool
. KIDS interactive is
regarded as an expe
interactive teaching
rt
in
and play media for
the youth target gro
up.
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Power to the children.
A larger-than-life loaf of bread stands in Fisch-

KinderMedienZentrum was established right

markt square in the heart of the old quarter. This

next to KI.KA and the MDR regional broadcasting

is Bernd the Bread, a rather grumpy, but likeable

centre. The only one of its kind in Germany, it is

character who appears with other children’s

home to numerous young media companies. The

favourites such as the Sandman, Mouse and

arrival of Schloss Einstein, a successful German

Elephant, Tigerente, Tabaluga, Captain Blaubär

TV series for children and teenagers, made Erfurt

and Hein Blöd on KI.KA, the German children’s TV

the biggest children’s media production site in

channel. They are well known in Germany and

Germany. The KinderMedienZentrum is now

appeal to adults as well as children. Usually only

bursting at the seams and is currently being

seen on television, they appear around Erfurt to

extended.

advertise the city as a location for children’s
media.
Erfurt’s role as a media city, particularly

However, successful media companies have
also established themselves outside the centre,
most notably Kinderfilm GmbH, whose produc-

children’s media, was launched more than ten

tions have been awarded numerous prizes such

years ago with the arrival of KI.KA, the public

as the German Film Award in gold for its film Die

broadcasters’ TV channel for children. A great

Blindgänger (The Blindflyers). The company is a

deal has happened since then: in 2007 the

regular guest at the annual Goldener Spatz
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(Golden Sparrow) festival run by the German

Digital Media Technology where the use and

Children’s Media Foundation whose sponsors

effect of media are investigated in order to help

include the Erfurt and Gera municipal authorities, create new media technologies and to provide
MDR, RTL and ZDF TV channels, the Thuringian

aids for parents and teachers. One research area

State Media Authority and Mitteldeutsche

is focused on the development of innovative,

Medienförderung GmbH (MDM).

computer-based training programmes for children

As a children’s media centre Erfurt focuses on
high-quality and educational products, so the

and young people.
The university and the university of applied

creation of the Erfurt net code, a seal of approval

sciences also cover children’s media, offering

for high-quality, advertising-free websites was a

degree courses in media for children and young

logical step. The Thuringian Media Symposium

people.

and the Erfurt Exchange, an international trade
conference and marketplace where media
producers can exchange programmes, are also
based in the city. All of them represent quality
in children’s media. Erfurt also has research into
children’s media, at the Fraunhofer Institute for
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An invitation to Erfurt.
Erfurt is an inviting destination for conference

ensures that all delegates immediately feel at

delegates as well as tourists. Everyone, from

home – whether they are attending a specialist

chefs, lawyers and archivists to politicians, is

medical conference of just 100 participants or the

impressed by the city’s merits as a venue for

German Librarians Convention with more than

trade fairs, conferences and congresses. Not

3,000 attendees.

only does Erfurt boast a central location and

The conference venues are as diverse and

easy accessibility, it also has purpose-built

remarkable as the city itself. The Imperial Hall

conference facilities, top-class hotels offering

is one of the oldest entertainment and conference

excellent service, and a host of tourist attrac-

centres in Germany and it offers an effective

tions.

combination of a historical setting with state-of-

Added to which everything is within easy

the-art facilities. The well-known Augustiner

reach; the trade fair and congress centre is just

kloster (Protestant Augustinian Monastery), an

15 minutes from all city-centre hotels by tram.

important Lutheran site, even provides the

Professional conference organisation on site

opportunity to hold a conference in a medieval
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venue whose conference rooms around court-

class acts such as Elton John, Depeche Mode and

yards and cloisters create an exceptional ambi-

Joe Cocker have performed at Erfurt Exhibition

ence.

Centre.

Messe Erfurt, the city’s trade fair and exhibi-

Organisers can choose from a wide range of enter-

tion centre was opened in 1997. It is one of

tainment and other events to complement their

Germany’s most attractive and can accommodate

conferences. What could be more memorable than

up to 6,000 people during conferences and

an atmospheric midnight concert in the cathedral,

congresses. Apart from business events, there

a glittering dinner dance or a guided walking tour

has also been a steady stream of appearances

with historical figures? Venues such as Romanesque

by German and international artists. Wetten,

St. Peter’s Church, Erfurt Theatre, the banqueting

dass ..? , a popular German TV show with Thomas

suite at the town hall or egapark’s tropical house

Gottschalk, is regularly filmed here and world-

all provide unique settings for events.

Royal rendez vous
The Congress of Pr
inces was held from
27 September to 14
in Erfurt. It was atten
October 1808
ded by Napoleon I,
th
e
Ru
ssi
an
Tsa
kings and princes fro
r Alexander I and
m around Europe. As
well as signing a tre
royal guests were tre
aty, the
ated to a lavish pro
gramme of entertai
ing receptions, hunt
nm
ent includ ing excursions and
plays.
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Rendezvous in the heart of Germany.
If you attune your ears as you stroll around the

breaks, millions of day trippers and visitors

city centre you will hear a wide variety of

staying with friends and relations also come

languages and accents in addition to the regional

to special events such as the Krämerbrückenfest

dialect, because more and more tourists have

(Merchants’ Bridge Festival) and the Christmas

discovered Erfurt’s charms in recent years. They

market.

fall in love with the contrast between the old and

Thuringia’s state capital is a pioneer in the

the new, the sights, the atmosphere and of course

field of disabled access. It constitutes a model

the friendly welcome and helpfulness of the local

for tourism that is suitable for people with a

people.

disability and for senior citizens and is a found-

Even though it’s easy enough to find your own

ing member of the Barrier-free Destinations in

way around Erfurt with a street map, a walking

Germany working committee. Erfurt offers a

tour of the old quarter with a nightwatchman or

range of guided and organised tours for people

other characters from Erfurt’s past is far more

with restricted mobility, blind and partially

entertaining and informative. The guides are very

sighted people, deaf people and those with

knowledgeable about the city and their anec-

hearing impairments, and people with learning

dotes amaze and amuse locals as well as tourists.

disabilities that is unparalleled in the rest of

It’s obvious to anyone who has been to Erfurt

Germany. These tours and the large number of

why tourism has become a major economic asset

disabled-friendly leisure activities in Erfurt are

for the city in recent years, and why Erfurt has

helping it to find ever better ways of implement-

become increasingly popular as a destination for

ing its slogan, Erfurt for everyone.

cultural city breaks. Around ten million people

In total, the tourism sector employs around

visit Erfurt every year and almost 400,000 of

15,000 people. Erfurt is fully committed to

them stay overnight. The number of visitors from

working with alliances and associations, such

abroad who have discovered the city for them-

as the Historic Highlights of Germany cities

selves has doubled over the past ten years. Over a

association, the Wege zu Luther (Routes to

quarter of a million people take one of the city’s

Luther) cultural tourism initiative and the Verein

numerous guided tours every year. As well as

Städtetourismus in Thüringen (Thuringian Towns

conference delegates and tourists taking city

and Cities Association).
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Religious diversity.
When the unmistakable sound of the Gloriosa

abbeys, synagogues and mosques are available

bell rings out over the city, locals and visitors

for prayer and contemplation, for escaping

alike stop what they are doing. Its deep E note

everyday cares and for meeting other people.

can be heard on eight days of the year that have

The city has a reputation for religious diversity.

a particular religious significance. On these days

Around 25,000 people actively belong to a

many people find their way into Erfurt’s count-

religious community. Erfurt’s mix of religions,

less churches, whose steeples prompted Martin

including Catholic, Protestant, free-church,

Luther to name the city Erfordia turrita – or

Jewish and Muslim, is a harmonious one.

Erfurt, city of towers and spires.
Today there are around 50 places of worship
used for religious purposes in Erfurt. Churches,
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The city is a Roman Catholic episcopal see,
and from 2011 the headquarters of the Federation of Evangelical Churches in Central Germany

Luther ’s flash deci

sion

July 1505 was life-c
hanging for Martin
Luther, who was a
at the time. He wa
student
s caught in a terrib
le
storm in Stotternhe
near Erfurt and fea
im
ring that he would
be struck by lightnin
called to Saint Anna
g,
he
and promised to be
come a monk if he
spared. On 17 July 150
wa
s
5 he became a novic
e at the Erfurt Augu
tinian monastery an
sd he was ordained
as a priest in April
Erfurt cathedral.
1507 at

will be located here, as are those of the Jewish

St. Martin’s market and an ecumenical church

Community of Thuringia. Relations between

service to celebrate St. Martin’s Day. Thousands

them, the other religious communities and the

of people gather there to observe the anniversary

general population are good, so much so that on

of the death of Saint Martin of Tours, the city’s

Church Night, Erfurt’s places of worship are open

patron saint, and the birthday of Martin Luther.

for guided tours, prayers and music, and everyone

Martinmas is especially appealing for children.

is invited to join the lively debate, whatever their

Their paper lanterns light up the square, their

beliefs. And on 10 November, the day before the

songs resound around the city and after the

feast of St. Martin, Protestants, Catholics and

ecumenical celebration they go from house

the whole city descend on Domplatz square for

to house singing traditional songs.
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Jewish culture brought to life.
Erfurt’s history is inextricably linked with that

fully restored and it is now virtually in its

of its Jewish community. Sites associated with

original condition. The prayer room, Torah

Jewish life in the city date back to the early

shrine and women’s gallery are intact, as is the

Middle Ages and today they form part of the

mikveh in the basement. The Small Synagogue

Jewish Life in Erfurt network which encompasses

is also a venue for concerts, readings and

historical and current sites, organisations and

meetings.

projects: the Old, Small and New Synagogues, the
mikveh (Jewish ritual bath) near Krämerbrücke,

The Erfurt Treasure conquers the world

the cemeteries, the Jewish community and the

The Old Synagogue is a unique cultural and

Erfurter GeDenken Holocaust memorial initiative. architectural gem. It is one of the few remaining
The network’s objective is to foster interreligious

medieval synagogues on the continent and

dialogue between Jews and non-Jews and to

parts of it date back to the 11th century, making

break down barriers.

it the oldest intact synagogue building in

At the Small Synagogue in particular, know
ledge of Jewish history is promoted and contact

central Europe.
It’s almost a miracle that this extraordinary

between different religions, cultures and ethnic

monument has survived and it is now the

groups is encouraged. The Small Synagogue has

newest museum in Erfurt in one of the city’s

been a listed building since 1992. It has been

oldest buildings.
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The Old Synagogue was rediscovered during

an exquisitely crafted early 14th-century Jewish

architectural work in the early and mid-1990s

wedding ring. The treasure has been exhibited in

and then bought and renovated by the city

Paris, London and New York but its home is in

council. It now houses an exhibition about the

Erfurt.

culture and history of Erfurt’s Jewish community

The medieval community’s mikveh was

in the Middle Ages, illustrating its prominent

discovered close to Krämerbrücke during building

role in medieval Europe. The centrepiece of the

work in 2007. This traditional Jewish bath was

exhibition is the Erfurt Treasure. This collection

used for ritual cleansing before attending

of gold and silver artefacts, unique in its type

synagogue.

and scope, was hidden by a Jewish merchant to

There are few places in the whole of Europe

keep it safe from a pogrom in 1349. The treasure

where Jewish history and heritage are as vibrant

weighs a total of 30 kilos and its centrepiece is

as here in Erfurt.
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Wake up and smell the culture!
Erfurt’s cultural life is as rich and varied as the

never fail to be impressed by the high standard

arts themselves. Theatre and opera, museums and

and quality of the 500 or more operas, operettas,

galleries, cabaret and festivals as well as a host of

concerts and plays it stages every year as well as

private events – the regional capital offers its

by its distinctive architecture and fantastic

residents and visitors a wide selection of arts and

acoustics. The world premiere of Waiting for

entertainment to suit every taste and budget.

the Barbarians with music by Philip Glass was
a particular highlight in 2005. Following its great

All the world’s a stage

success locally, Erfurt Theatre performed a

Erfurt Theatre is the first port of call for fans of

concert version of this opera at the Barbican in

first-class productions. Opened in September

London and the full ensemble made a guest

2003, the theatre in the city’s Brühl district is one

appearance at the Amsterdam opera. The Austin

of the most modern venues in Europe. Audiences

Lyric Opera in Texas staged the North American
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premiere. The DomStufen-Festspiele (Cathedral

backdrop for the five-strong Erfurter Theater

Steps theatre festival), held every summer since

sommer (Erfurt Summer Theatre) company, whose

1994, is also internationally renowned.

‘Erfurt legends above and below’ include comedic

The Schotte association is one of a number of

characters such as Marie the Maid.

smaller theatre companies that have made a
name for themselves in Erfurt with their creative

Puppet masters

ideas. This amateur theatre company and drama

Waidspeicher Theatre proves that puppet theatre

school for children and young people performs

is no longer just for children. The puppeteers use

works from all over the world – from great classics marionettes, finger and glove puppets, rod
to challenging contemporary drama – and touring

puppets and shadow puppets to tell fairytales,

shows have gained the Schotte company a

modern stories and literary classics. The Syner-

reputation that extends far beyond the city itself.

gura International Puppet Theatre Festival is a

Every summer the entire city is transformed

highly acclaimed event where puppeteers from

into a stage. The ruins of Barfüsser Church

Germany and around the world delight audiences

traditionally host the Neues Schauspiel Erfurt

with their skilful manipulations, bringing to life

(New Erfurt Playhouse) which performs Shake-

extraordinarily subtle or outrageous characters

speare plays on balmy summer evenings. And the

that otherwise only exist in dreams or in the

streets and alleyways of the old quarter form a

imagination of keen readers.

A real w inner
Erfurt-born singer Clu
eso had plenty to cel
ebrate in 2009: ten yea
his record label FOUR
rs with
Music , his first gold
records for the album
Weg and So sehr dabe
s
We
it
i, being voted best art
ist , again, by fans of
many ’s youth radio sta
Ge
rtion 1 LIVE, as well as
winning their award
single for Gewinner.
for best
Needless to say, his
concerts were sell-o
uts.
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Himmelspforte Theatre is home to the Erfreuliches

visitors – particularly the chance to board Noah’s

Theater Erfurt puppet theatre, which tours all over

Ark with all sorts of animals or to admire a

Germany and as far as the US and China with its

350-year-old English oak tree in all its glory.

charming productions of classic fairytales.

The museum focuses on the flora, fauna and
geology of Thuringia and it was awarded the

Galleries and museums

Heinz Sielmann prize in 2007.

Erfurt’s range of galleries and museums is
remarkable, from the Old Synagogue, the Forum

Listen, watch and join in

Konkrete Kunst, the municipal museum and

Back in November 1997 the literary critic Marcel

Kunsthalle gallery to the Thuringian Folk

Reich-Ranicki predicted that the Erfurter Herbst

Museum. Top-class exhibitions, priceless collec-

lese readings would be a great success – and

tions and unusual projects attract art lovers and

he was right. The readings are some of the most

also draw them to the annual Museums Night.

successful in Germany and more than 15,000

The prestigious Angermuseum, the city’s art

visitors come to Erfurt between October and

museum, is of particular importance to Erfurt

December to hear famous authors such as Günter

and it reopens in mid-2010 with a new permanent

Grass, Donna Leon and Frank Schätzing.

exhibition after a complete renovation. The
Natural History Museum is a hit with young
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Numerous clubs, associations and private
initiatives contribute to Erfurt’s diverse cultural

life. Cabaret and music groups, theatre, comedy,

movement as art forms in their own right. Dancers

jazz clubs, galleries and artists of all genres

from across the world provide dance lessons for all

reflect the enthusiastic and creative arts and

age groups that help participants to get in touch

entertainment scene.

with their own body through movement and

Up-and-coming and established acts can find

dance. In general, Erfurt’s arts and entertainment

suitable venues and a ready-made audience in

scene encourages creative minds to get involved

Erfurt. First-class support is provided by the

and to enrich the city’s cultural life. From budding

music academies or the independent Zughafen

Picassos attending courses at the IMAGO School

network, whose members include the popular

of Art and Design and writers at poetry slams

musician Clueso. Kinoklub is an arthouse cinema

to associations for fostering young talent – the

on Hirschlachufer whose repertory programme

possibilities are endless!

has been commended by the DEFA Foundation.
International festivals such as the Danetzare
Folk Dance Festival and the international organ
competition are other impressive events on the
calendar.
Tanztheater Erfurt (Erfurt Dance Theatre) offers
the opportunity to experience rhythm and
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Blades of glory.
Erfurt is a definite winner when it comes to

European championships and the speed skating

elite sport. Exceptional athletes such as Gunda

World Cup, Erfurt ranks alongside Calgary, Salt

Niemann-Stirnemann, Daniela Anschütz-Thoms,

Lake City, Heerenveen and Berlin on the list of

René Wolff, Nils Schumann and Clemens Fritz

world-class speed skating centres.

started or crowned their sporting careers in the

Competitive cycling has an even longer history

city. Theirs are big shoes to fill, but a new

in Erfurt. The Andreasried velodrome, built in

generation of sportsmen and women, such as

1885, is one of the world’s oldest cycling race-

Stephanie Beckert, are doing their best to ensure

tracks still in use, but also one of the most

Erfurt’s future place on the winners’ podium.

modern. Following extensive alterations, it

Erfurt is one of Thuringia’s five Olympics

is now the top training centre for cycling in

Support Centres and it offers top training

Thuringia. In 2009 the International Olympic

facilities for speed skating, figure skating as

Committee and the International Association

well as track-and-field disciplines and cycling.

for Sports and Leisure Facilities (IAKS) awarded

A large number of world-class athletes complete

it a silver medal in the specialised sports and

their training in the city.

leisure facilities category. Erfurt’s outstanding

Erfurt has been known for speed skating since

reputation as a centre of excellence for compe

the mid-1980s when Gunda Niemann-Stirnemann,

titive cycling has ensured that the Andreasried

and her home city, became known throughout the

velodrome hosts a large number of top-class

world. She is still the most successful athlete of

competitions. As well as regular stayer races, the

all time in her discipline. The ice arena named

German track cycling championships were held

after her keeps Erfurt in the public eye as an

here in 2009.

important centre for ice sports. Its 400m oval

Erfurt’s Steigerwald Stadium is used for

track provides excellent conditions for both

football as well as athletics. It has become one

training and competitions. As a regular venue for

of the city’s preeminent sports venues and has

major competitions such as the German and

hosted numerous national and international

Er furt ’s golden girl
Gunda Niemann-Stir
nemann won 3 Olym
pic medals, 19 world
championships, 8 Eu
ropean championship
s and 99 World Cup
– sensational achie
races
vements for herself
an
d
her home city. Toda
she coaches her ow
y
n group of five skate
rs who are all pupil
Erfurt sports academ
s
at
th
e
y, and she is also a
commentator for th
e
German TV channe
l ZDF.
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sports events such as the 2007 national German

the first state academy in Germany to offer golf

athletics championships and the European

as an option alongside other sports such as speed

Athletics Under-23 Championships in 2005.

skating, athletics, cycling, swimming, volleyball

In 2009, the opening match of the UEFA Under-17

and handball.

European Football Championships was held at

The nearby village of Elxleben is home to a

the Steigerwald Stadium – the home ground of

specialist sports centre for disabled people.

Rot-Weiss Erfurt football club.

The entire complex is suitable for people with

Erfurt has a winning combination of outstand-

disabilities. It has dedicated strength training

ing sporting facilities and offers superb opportu-

equipment for wheelchair users and also features

nities for promising athletes to develop. Boys

eight barrier-free rooms where up to 24 wheel-

and girls with a gift for sports train and study

chair users can stay overnight. The facilities have

under experienced teachers and coaches at

been used by wheelchair basketball teams

specialist schools such as the Pierre de Coubertin

playing in the national second tier. Keen sports

Grammar School. Lessons and training sessions

enthusiasts can also play badminton, bowling

are coordinated to provide a balance between

and table tennis at the centre and attend

educational and physical achievements. It is also

seminars or training camps.
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Natural energy.
Not every sports fan has what it takes to be a top

Route Geraradweg (Gera Cycle Route) intersect

athlete, but Erfurt also has excellent amenities

in Erfurt and together they offer almost 300 km

for keen amateurs and those who just enjoy

of great cycling. The best way to reach the

exercising. Steigerwald forest, for example, is

Erfurt lakes, a remarkable area of flooded

great for Nordic walking, jogging or hiking. This

gravel pits to the north of the city, is by bike.

700-hectare area of deciduous woodland boasts

You can just cool off in the water or try

36km of varied walking trails. An accessible

swimming, sailing, rowing, windsurfing or

sports and walking trail provides disabled

diving.

people with an opportunity to explore the
natural world in the fresh forest air.
If you’d rather venture further afield, get

For the more adventurous, there is canoeing
on the River Gera, while walkers and winter
sports enthusiasts can explore the Rennsteig

on your bike and discover the area’s two long-

trail and the excellent cross-country skiing

distance cycle routes. The Cycle Route Thüringer

trails under an hour’s drive away in the

Städtekette (Towns of Thuringia) and the Cycle

Thuringian Forest.
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Natural relaxation.
Erfurt, with its beautiful parks and gardens,

Thuringia puts it within easy reach of many

such as Stadtpark, Luisenpark, Dreienbrunnen-

other places of interest. There is a wide range

park or Hirschgarten, is a city where you can

of cultural highlights in the delightful towns

wind down, relax and enjoy life. It’s easy to get

and cities close to Erfurt: Friedenstein Palace

away from your everyday cares in and around

in Gotha, Wartburg Castle in Eisenach and

Erfurt. Why not stroll along the River Gera or

Goethe’s House in Weimar are just three of the

enjoy a tranquil sauna, a steamroom session or

many attractions that are well worth a visit.

a relaxing massage at the Avenida thermal
baths in Hohenfelden leisure park?

On the treetop walkway high above the
ground in Hainich National Park, visitors might

The indulgence continues in the idyllic

be lucky enough to see tracks left by rare wild

countryside around Erfurt where culturally

cats, while the flowers of the bear’s garlic are

minded visitors will be bowled over by

everywhere. It’s well worth the effort of

Molsdorf Palace, a rococo gem set in magnifi-

climbing up to the Drei Gleichen castles, which

cent parkland. The chamber concerts held here

are shrouded in myth and history, not least for

are sure to impress lovers of classical music.

the fantastic views of the neighbouring

Erfurt’s convenient location in the heart of

Thuringian Forest.
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Animal adventures.
The Thuringian Zoo Park in Erfurt has long been

European Endangered Species Programme. White

known for its big animals such as white rhino,

rhino also seem to feel entirely at home here and

African elephants, lions and giraffes, but that

they regularly delight staff and visitors by

doesn’t mean that small animals are less impor-

producing young.

tant. From poison dart frogs and spiny mice to

The zoo covers an area of more than 60 hectares

bison and cheetahs, the zoo and aquarium are

and it is the biggest park in the city. The hills and

home to over 3,000 individual animals represent-

stands of mature trees in the sweeping grounds

ing around 560 species from all over the world.

make the area particularly attractive. As well as

The Thuringian Zoo Park has done much work to

its animal attractions, the Zoo Park has a picnic

preserve threatened species. The zoo is especially

site and restaurant, children’s play area and pets’

proud of its success in breeding waldrapp ibis,

corner, making it an ideal destination for a day

cottontop tamarins and kinkajous as part of the

out in Erfurt.
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Life in bloom.
Erfurt people seem to be born with proverbial

Ages. Thanks to the high quality of Erfurt’s woad,

green fingers. As long ago as the Middle Ages

the mood of the local dyers was anything but

they made the most of the mild climate and the

blue.

fertile soil of their home. In the 13th and 14th

Commercial horticulture became established

centuries the town’s reputation and prosperity

here in the 18th century when numerous commer-

was derived from the cultivation of woad (a blue

cial plant nurseries spread Erfurt’s reputation as

dye), also known as Thuringia’s golden fleece

a garden city around the world, along with the

for its yellow flowers, and trade in the plant

seeds they produced.

literally flourished. Woad was Europe’s most
common dye-producing plant in the Middle

A captivating world

Today local gardeners’ talents can be seen at
egapark, known as Thuringia’s garden. A stroll

of plants

na are
exotic flora and fau
egapark with their
ains
nt
co
The glasshouses at
e
us
butterfly ho
tropics. The striking
the
in
s
gateways into the
nt
The exotic pla
ese vibrant insects.
th
of
0
40
an
th
tic
re
ua
mo
cacti to tropical aq
s, from orchids and
various glasshouse
.
ar round
n be enjoyed all ye
and marsh plants ca
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around the 36-hectare landscape park is a popular

The German Horticultural Museum located in

pastime for all ages, not only flower lovers.

historical Cyriaksburg Castle covers the history

The huge variety of floral features, including the

and development of horticulture and gardening.

biggest ornamental flower bed in Europe, the

Also deserving of a mention are the many festivals

glasshouses filled with tropical plants, the rose

and events held in egapark, such as the festival

garden and the Japanese rockery and water

of lights when the entire site is transformed

garden draw crowds of admirers. They are

into a magical sea of illuminations. In August the

supplemented with seasonal shows, Thuringia’s

Thuringian Garden Show more than merits a visit.

biggest adventure playground and a children’s

You can swap rare plants and cacti and attend the

farm.

summer party of the German TV show MDR Garten.
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A festival builds bridges.
It is difficult to imagine life in Erfurt without

phere. A real highlight is the historical medieval

Krämerbrücke with its little shops, galleries and

market around Krämerbrücke. There is music and

houses. The bridge is much-loved by locals and

song as artisans sell their wares, knights do battle

serves as the venue for the annual Krämerbrücken-

and hearty food is served.

fest (Merchants’ Bridge Festival), the largest and
most attractive Old Town festival in Thuringia.
Every year since 1975, the entire city centre has

A prominent and popular character at the
Krämerbrückenfest is Till Eulenspiegel, a figure
from German folklore famous for his mischievous

been transformed into a huge fair on the third

escapades. According to one such tale, he is said

weekend in June. Festival-goers celebrate in the

to have taught a donkey to read in Erfurt in days

charming setting of the old town, as the narrow

of yore. Today the festival is opened by this

lanes and squares are filled with artists and

legendary jester, who delights visitors of all ages

street performers. Music, entertainment and

with his merry pranks.

handicrafts all add to the unforgettable atmos-
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A world of dance.
People come from all over the world to perform

and the stress of daily life becomes a distant

at Erfurt’s international folk dance festival

dream. Simply listen to the music, clap along

Danetzare. For five days, the city centre squares

to the unusual rhythms and admire the

become a stage for groups from Europe, Asia,

delightful traditional attire from all corners

Africa and the Americas. Resplendent in

of the globe.

colourful costumes and traditional dress, they

This extraordinary festival organised by the

dance, sing and play music and give spectators

Thuringian Folk Ensemble brings together

an insight into their customs and culture.

thousands of people from different cultural

The whole city becomes a melting pot of

backgrounds. It has been building bridges

colours, languages, dialects and unfamiliar

since 1996 – spanning geographical, linguistic

sounds. This is a festival that never fails to

and cultural borders, and combining the

captivate. Even those new to folk music feel

traditional with the modern. The Danetzare

compelled to stop and savour the atmosphere.

festival is typical of Erfurt’s cosmopolitan

Just for a while, it feels as if time has stood still

character and tolerant outlook.
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Cathedral Steps theatre festival.
The DomStufen-Festspiele (Cathedral Steps

followed the story of Jeanne d’Arc au bûcher

theatre festival) in Erfurt has become synony-

(Joan of Arc at the Stake) by Arthur Honegger,

mous with high-calibre cultural performances

been entertained by Ruggero Leoncavallo’s

on warm summer evenings. Since 1994 Erfurt

Pagliacci, tapped their toes in time to Andrew

Theatre has hosted this sensational open-air

Lloyd Webber’s Jesus Christ Superstar or

event against the medieval backdrop of St.

attended the premiere of Martin L., the musical

Mary’s Cathedral and the Church of St. Severus.

by Øystein Wiik and Gisle Kverndokk.

It is named after the 70 steps up Erfurt cathe-

The sets are also used for the Domino theatre

dral hill to the venue for the operas and

festival, which is mainly for young people, and

musicals.

also concerts, including a notable appearance

Carl Orff’s Carmina Burana got the inaugural

by the great José Carreras. Every season is an

festival off to a perfect start and made it an

extraordinary and unforgettable experience,

overnight success in Erfurt and beyond. Since

both visually and aurally, which is why fans of

then, it has gone from strength to strength and

the theatre from Erfurt and around the world

takes place on one of Germany’s finest open-air

will have already pencilled in a visit to this

stages. Hundreds of thousands of people have

year’s event.
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Christmas is in the air.
Follow the festive aromas of roasted almonds,

chance to bake your own Christmas treats. Every

baked apples, glühwein and cinnamon in Erfurt,

year the eyes of grown-ups and children are filled

and you will eventually find your way to the

with joy at the sight of the dazzling Christmas

Christmas market. Arranged around St. Mary’s

tree and the fabulous Nativity scene with its

Cathedral and the Church of St. Severus, it is one

fourteen handcarved, almost life-size figures.

of the prettiest and most traditional Christmas

The market also features the original Erzgebirge

markets in Germany and is hugely popular among

Christmas pyramid and a fairytale forest.

visitors from far and wide.

In addition to the larger Christmas market

Against this magnificent backdrop, there are

on Domplatz square, there is an enchanting

stalls laden with yuletide wares of all description

medieval Christmas market on Wenigemarkt

and plenty more to get you in the mood for Christ- at the eastern entrance to Krämerbrücke.
mas: Thuringian specialities such as Erfurter

Stallholders in historical attire offer ornaments

Schittchen (traditional Thuringian stollen cake),

and culinary delights and you can enjoy a mug of

handblown tree decorations, pottery and

glühwein while being entertained by musicians

handcrafted Advent candles, not to mention

and artistes. It’s the ideal place to escape the

concerts, a festive floral exhibition and the

hectic rush during the run-up to Christmas.
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A great place to be.
Erfurt is quite simply a great place to be. It’s

has blossomed over the centuries and has

obvious that the local people just love living

something for everyone, a comprehensive

in the city and first-time visitors are quick to

choice of education and training opportunities

realise why.

and modern sports facilities. But above all

Those who make their way to the heart of
Germany will discover a remarkable city with
many facets: traditional and historical on the

Erfurt offers great prospects for all those who
embrace it.
Whether you’re a tourist, a student or an

one hand, modern and innovative on the other.

investor – or perhaps you already live here –

Through its vibrant feel and its motivated,

Erfurt invites you to expand your horizons.

confident citizens, Erfurt offers all the advan-

This is a city that encapsulates the charm of

tages of a federal state capital: a fascinating

Thuringia and extends a warm welcome to

past, beautiful architecture, a cultural scene that

people from around the world.
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Erfurt –
capital of Thuringia
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Distances between Erfurt and other major cities in Germany:

S
N

		 Distance 		 Journey
		 in kilometres 		 time by train
300 km

2 hrs 35 mins

Dortmund: 300 km

3 hrs 50 mins

210 km

2 hrs 40 mins

Düsseldorf: 385 km

4 hrs 10 mins

250 km

2 hrs 20 mins

Berlin:
Dresden:
Frankfurt:
Hamburg:

360 km

3 hrs 45 mins

Hanover:

215 km

2 hrs 20 mins

Kassel:

190 km

1 hr

IRL

DUBLIN

LT
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BERLIN
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PARIS

B

LUXEMBOURG
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CZ

D

VIENNA
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50 mins

Leipzig:

140 km

1 hr

Munich:

400 km

4 hrs 10 mins

Nuremberg: 225 km

2 hrs 25 mins

LISBON

480 km

5 hrs 50 mins

P

Schwerin:

475 km

4 hrs 10 mins

Stuttgart:

330 km

3 hrs 45 mins

F

BERN

A

CH
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Travel information:
A4 Frankfurt/Main – Dresden,
exits: Erfurt-West, Erfurt-Ost
A71 Schweinfurt – Sömmerda,
exit: Erfurt-Bindersleben (Flugh./Messe)

– B4 Hamburg – Nuremberg
– B7 Düsseldorf – Gera

Airport:

– Erfurt-Bindersleben (5 km from the city centre)

Rail:

– InterCity/EuroCity, InterCityExpress and City Night Line services

BUDAPEST

H

10 mins

E

WARSAW

PL

ERFURT

3 hrs 40 mins

B roads:
		

COPENHAGEN

DK

GB

365 km

Autobahns:
–
			
		
–
			

STOCKHOLM

RIGA

Cologne:

Rostock:

HELSINKI

OSLO

ROME

RUS

MOSCOW

Erfurt –
Location and transport links
Kiel
Rostock

A23
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Hamburg

A20

A19
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A24
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Berlin
Hanover

A10
A12
A2

A30
A1

A13

A7

Dortmund

A15
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Kassel

Düsseldorf
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Leipzig
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Dresden
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A4

A71

Frankfurt

A9
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A3
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Nuremberg
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Stuttgart
A8
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Munich
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Contact details:
ERFURT TOURISMUS
& MARKETING GMBH
(Tourism & Marketing Board)
Benediktsplatz 1 | 99084 Erfurt
Tel. +49 (0) 361 / 66 40 -0
www.erfurt-tourismus.de
www.erfurt-marketing.de
LANDESHAUPTSTADT ERFURT
STADTVERWALTUNG
(ERFURT CITY COUNCIL)
Rathaus, Fischmarkt 1 | 99084 Erfurt
Tel. +49 (0) 361 / 65 5 -0
www.erfurt.de

HANDWERKSKAMMER ERFURT
(CHAMBER OF SKILLED TRADES)
Fischmarkt 13 | 99084 Erfurt
Tel. +49 (0) 361 / 67 07 -0
www.hwk-erfurt.de

ERFURT UNIVERSITY
Nordhäuser Straße 63
99089 Erfurt
Tel. +49 (0) 361 / 73 7 -0
www.uni-erfurt.de

ERFURT AIRPORT
Binderslebener Landstraße 100
99092 Erfurt
Tel. +49 (0) 361 / 65 62 20 0
www.flughafen-erfurt.de

ERFURT UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED
SCIENCES
Altonaer Straße 25 | 99085 Erfurt
Tel. +49 (0) 361 / 67 00 -0
www.fh-erfurt.de

LANDESENTWICKLUNGSGESELLSCHAFT THÜRINGEN MBH
IHK ERFURT (CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY (STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
OF THURINGIA)
AND COMMERCE)
Mainzerhofstraße 12
Arnstädter Straße 34 | 99096 Erfurt
99084 Erfurt
Tel. +49 (0) 361 / 34 84 -0
Tel. +49 (0) 361 / 56 03 -0
www.erfurt.ihk.de
www.leg-thueringen.de

ERFURTER VERKEHRSBETRIEBE AG
(ERFURT PUBLIC TRANSPORT)
EVAG-Center am Anger
Schlösserstraße 4
99084 Erfurt
Tel. +49 (0) 361 / 56 4- 15 00
www.evag-erfurt.de

Twin cities:
Györ (Hungary)

Lovech (Bulgaria)

Shawnee (Kansas, USA)

Population: approx. 128,000

Population: approx. 50,000

Population: approx. 60,000

Twin city since 1971

Twin city since 1996

Twin city since 1993

Haifa (Israel)

Mainz (Germany)

Vilnius (Lithuania)

Population: approx. 265,000

Population: approx. 200,000

Population: approx. 554,000

Twin city since 2000

Twin city since 1988

Twin city since 1972

Kalisz (Poland)

San Miguel de Tucumán

Xuzhou (China)

Population: approx. 106,000

(Argentina)

Population: approx. 10 million

Twin city since 1982

Population: approx. 527,000

Twin city since 2005

Twin city since 1993
Lille (France)
Population: approx. 1.1 million
Twin city since 1988
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Stadtverwaltung Erfurt (48, 49, 51), Stadtverwaltung Erfurt/R. Lemitz (25), H.-P. Szyszka (57), TeamSpirit GmbH
(49, 50), Theater Erfurt/L. Edelhoff (44, 62), Theater Waidspeicher e.V./T. Biel (45), Theater Waidspeicher e.V./L.
Edelhoff (45), Thüringer Folklore Ensemble Erfurt e.V. (47, 61), Thüringer Tourismus GmbH/A. Weise (52),
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Universität Erfurt, Pressestelle (16, 17), D. Urban (39, 42), X-FAB Semiconductor Foundries AG (21, 24)
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